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22-23 AP Environmental Science Summer Assignment

Welcome to AP Environmental Science (APES)! I am very excited about next year and
I hope you are too! The purpose of this summer assignment is to introduce you to
Environmental Science, basic ecology concepts, environmental exploration, and
basic math skills we will be using throughout the year.
This assignment will start covering the units required for the AP exam next May 2023.
Finally, I hope it will inspire you to learn about all of the great topics we’ll cover during
the year.

Weight of the assignment towards grade:
10% of your first quarter grade.
In addition, you will have a test covering all the information reviewed on the summer
assignment (we will review together all the topics before the test). Tests are 40% of
your quarter grade.

If you have any questions about this assignment over the summer, please feel free to
email me at adelina.valle@asfg.edu.mx
Thank you in advance for the time you invest in these assignments.

- Ms. Valle

Assignment 1. Join the APES 22-23 course on Google Classroom.
CODE: m4zsu7r

Assignment 2. Get a two inches binder (any color it’s ok) and one pack of lined or
graph binder paper.
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Assignment 3. Unit 1 - The Living World: Ecosystems.
Due: Wednesday, August 10, 2022

This first unit sets the foundation for the course by examining the Earth as a system
with interdependent components, processes, and relationships. You will examine the
distribution of resources in ecosystems and their influences on species interactions.
There is a global distribution of terrestrial and aquatic biomes (regional ecosystems),
and each has specific environmental features based on their shared climate. This
distribution is dynamic, and it has changed due to global climate change. Each
ecosystem relies on biogeochemical cycles for survival. These cycles facilitate the
acquisition and transfer of energy into usable forms, and they can be altered by
human activities. In subsequent units, you will apply your understanding of
ecosystems to the living world and examine the importance of biodiversity.

Unit 1 focuses on two Big Ideas:
Big Idea 1 - Energy transfer (How does energy change forms?)
Big Idea 2 - Interactions between Earth systems (How old is the water you drink?)

In order to achieve some of the learning objectives of unit 1, you will go over and
complete this presentation by completing some activities in your binder (please,
make a copy of the presentation and share it with me at adelina.valle@asfg.edu.mx).
Please, when answering slides #2-3 use a different word color to provide your answer.

I will be checking your notes and activities on the first day of classes.

Here is the link to Biology - Campbell book that you will need to complete this
assignment.

Please share with me your presentation (adelina.valle@asfg.edu.mx) by Wednesday,
August 10, 2022. We will enjoy a slideshow of everyone’s photos on Day 1.
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